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Young children learn math concepts from examining the world around them. 
In fact for the first five years of life, children construct math knowledge and 
concepts through everyday activities with parents and caregivers. Daily 
activities like lunch time can be a great opportunity for children to practice 
and get hands-on experience with math concepts such as number sense, 
shape identification, classification, and pattern recognition. (Geist 2008)

One research approach to increase students comprehension in math is the 
Everyday Mathematics approach. According to this approach “If children are 
introduced to abstract concepts before they have a solid basis for 
understanding those concepts, they tend to resort to memorization and rote 
learning, which is not a solid foundation for further learning. Everyday 
Mathematics focuses on first developing student’s understanding of concepts 
through: Real world examples and concrete objects (manipulatives), Pictorial 
representations, and Discussion of ideas and method” (uchicago.edu).

Introduction
From an early age, students' knowledge of math is heavily emphasized on 
rules and procedures. Students are expected to know a sequence of steps in 
order to achieve an answer. Heavily focusing on procedural knowledge may 
lose the main purpose of math, which is to understand why the operations 
work as they do. Our research will show that students who practice math in 
their daily life can improve their conceptual knowledge. Because “children 
learn  through  exploring  their  world ... everyday activities are natural 
vehicles for developing mathematical thinking” (NCTM 2000, p. 74) 
(Fernandez, 2008).

How can conceptual knowledge promote comprehension and retention of 
math concepts? 

Research Question 
How can daily math practices improve a student’s conceptual understanding 
of math? 

Students who practice math daily can improve their conceptual knowledge 
of math.

Abstract

The Everyday Mathematics approach is based on the “spiraling” 
or “spacing effect” – the learning boost from distributing rather 
than massing learning and practice – has been repeatedly found 
by researchers for more than 100 years. (uchicago.edu)
This means that students are learning math concepts over 
periods of time and revisiting the content rather than being 
taught the concept all at once. Students can get overwhelmed 
and forget math concepts if it is not revisited and practiced. 
Engaging in math activities in school and at home can provide 
students that extra practice and authentic experience to apply 
and work with those math concepts.

Everyday Mathematics is taught in all 50 states and in 220,000 
classrooms.

To the right  is a representation of how the abstract math 
concepts children need to learn are approached using verbal, 
pictorial, and concrete representations. (uchicago.edu) 

Introduction & Research Question 

To gain more knowledge on the importance and effects that 
participating in everyday math activities had on children, 
research was conducted using two National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics articles titled Eating up mathematics and Taking 
Advantage of Everyday Activities to Practice Math Every Day. The 
article Building conceptual understanding through concrete, 
real-life examples from uchicago.edu was also used in this 
research.

Methods 
Based on the research, educators can help improve students comprehension of 
math concepts through providing opportunities for students to learn math 
concepts in multiple ways such as verbal discussions, hands-on manipulatives 
or experiences, and visuals or pictorial representations. Math concepts should 
also be practiced and revisited often to further reinforce math skills. 

Parents and teachers can help provide opportunities for children to participate 
in real-life examples and applications of math by asking children questions that 
have them make math observations during lunch (geometry: shape of foods), 
use calendars (teach rows, column, numbers), talk about weather 
(temperature, rainfall), work with lunch money or calculate grocery/toy costs, 

and play math games.  

Discussion

● Students who practice math daily can improve their conceptual
knowledge of math.

● Applying the “spacing effect” to the classroom can promote retention
of skills. Logical information will progress from simplistic ideas to
complicated ideas.

● Teachers can share math-related everyday activities with parents,
caregivers, and other adults in children’s lives and encourage them to
join together in support of a child’s mathematical development by
having conversations about the many facets of mathematics in our
everyday lives. (Fernàndez, 2008)

Conclusions

Research and Results
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